PRESS RELEASE
Bonn, January 11, 2013
2B Secure 4.3 Data Privacy Software Completed

2B Advice, an international consulting firm based in Bonn that specializes in data privacy, today
unveiled the latest version of its data privacy management solution 2B Secure, version 4.3. 2B
Secure covers all of companies’ data privacy processes, from analysis and implementation to
monitoring and control of all data privacy specifications. The new version, 2B Secure 4.3, will be
delivered to licensees starting immediately.
2B Secure 4.3 contains a number of new features in response to both day-to-day consulting
practice at 2B Advice and numerous customer requests. “Our goal is to provide full-spectrum
support for the many tasks involved in data privacy management in companies,” says Marcus
Belke, Managing Director of 2B Advice.
Overview of the most important new developments:
2B Secure 4.3 offers the option of inviting others to participate in an online audit. The audit can be
prepared or processed by the customer, auditor, or contract data processor. Authentication is
handled by sending a token and a password separately. The audit is prepared in 2B Secure, and the
invitations are sent afterward.
There are a number of new reporting features in 2B Secure 4.3. The visualization and scope of a
report can now be controlled on an individual basis using various parameters. A new overview
screen allows users to quickly find what they are looking for among the many reports generated. It
offers various filter options, which can be used to restrict the items viewed to certain users or time
periods, for example. It is also possible to generate a report on all users and their authorizations.
The search options have also been expanded. It is now possible to search directly for data
processors, for example. The term “data processors” has also been added to the search criteria for
processes. This allows users to find all processes hosted by a certain data processor.
Two new copy features make working with 2B Secure 4.3 even easier. Reused processes – which
inherently show references to other processes – can now be copied such that the copy itself also

shows a reference to the original process. When copying customers, users now have the option of
copying sub-customers at the same time.
All of the legal texts, the list of supervisory and regulatory agencies, and the practical manual have
also been fully updated and expanded.
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About 2B Advice:
2B Advice – the privacy benchmark – is an international corporate consulting firm with locations in
Berlin, Bonn, Brezno (2B Advice s.r.o., Slovakia), Munich, and New York (2B Advice LLC). 2B
Advice offers solutions on all issues having to do with data privacy: consulting, implementation,
software, testing, and certification. 2B Advice bridges the gap between technology and law,
combining legal expertise and outstanding technical and organizational skill. The company’s stated
goal is to become the leading international consulting firm specializing in data protection.
www.2b-advice.com

